The possessive pronouns / possessive adjectives always stand before the substantive.

2 The possessive pronouns / possessive adjectives stand alone without a substantive following it.

3 Whose dvd is this, he/his or ....

4 .... hers/her?

5 I don’t know, let’s ask Mary if she has left any of hers/her dvds here. - Ok… Let’s go out, it’s too late!

6 Oh, I was just forgetting the keys! Whose keys are these, my/mine ....

7 ...or your/yours?

8 These are mine/my keys, ....

9 yours/your are on the bed

Soluzioni:
(1) possessive adjectives (2) possessive pronouns (3) his (4) hers (5) her (6) mine (7) yours (8) my (9) yours
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